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Abstract

In this paper we propose a knowledge-based approach for
the support of adaptive and context-aware behavior in multi-
agent systems. We identify the agentsknowledgewhich is
present in a system as a central factor for context-awareness
and for the systems ability to adapt to changing environments.
We provide a framework which supports simple and intu-
itive specification of complex knowledge configurations. We
discuss the semantics and formal backgrounds of the cen-
tral notion ofknowledge conformance.Finally we describe
an algorithm for reasoning about knowledge conformance,
i.e. for deciding whether a knowledge specification holds for
an agent (or a group of agents). Our algorithm heavily re-
lies on the features from membrane computing and is espe-
cially well-suited for reasoning about incomplete knowledge.
In addition it supports the incremental introduction of situa-
tional knowledge and thus supports the dynamics of context-
awareness.

Introduction
Enabled by the recent advances on the fields of hardware de-
sign, wireless communication and (last not least) the Inter-
net the distribution of mobile devices in society is expected
to increase dramatically during the forthcoming decade. In
the light of these expectations new requirements are estab-
lished concerning the robustness and reliability of systems.
Especially the requirement of context-awareness is critical
in pervasive environments: mobile devices have to be aware
of information and services which are present in the current
situation and cooperate with them when desirable. On the
other hand they are also required to provide meaningful be-
havior when these services cannot be found. In this paper
we start with the observation thatknowledgeis an important
feature in these applications since it incorporates the infor-
mation about the environment’s current state during runtime.

In this presentation we focus on the systems’ ability
to represent knowledge about themselves and their situa-
tions which is a precondition for reacting adequately to
unexpected environmental changes. W.r.t. the dynam-
ics of knowledge our architecture supports two models of
knowledge diffusion: purecoordination (via uninterpreted
indicators) as well asknowledge-basedcoordination (via
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semantic-based reasoning). We show that the the integra-
tion of of these coordination mechanisms is possible on the
platform of membrane computing.

In this paper we propose to combine ontologies (i.e. de-
scription logics, cf. Baaderet al.2003) as a light-weight for-
malism for knowledge representation with membrane com-
puting (P̆aun 2000) (supporting the aspects of term rewriting
and pure coordination) in order to obtain a framework for a
knowledge-based high-level modeling of complex systems
(as already demanded in Pepperet al.2002).

This paper is organized as follows: first we give an out-
line of the general architecture. Then we discuss the formal
backgrounds of our observation-based approach. After this
we describe a membrane-based algorithm for automated rea-
soning which enables the integration of the two modes of co-
ordination as knowledge diffusion. Finally we discuss some
more complex examples in order to demonstrate the possi-
bilities of our approach.

General Architecture
Within the architecture of our proposal we distinguish three
layers (cf. Figure 1). While we give support for the high-
level specification of complex knowledge on the top level,
the basic concepts for black-box simulations and their se-
mantics are provided on the second level. The means for rea-
soning about these concepts are defined on the bottom level.
For the structure of our proposal we are indebted to Pavlovic,
Pepper, & Smith 2006.

Syntax ofALCreg. For the creation of knowledge spec-
ifications we use the description logicALCreg (Calvanese
& Giacomo 2003) which extendsALC (Schmidt-Schauß &
Smolka 1991) by complex roles (e.g. regular expressions
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over roles). The abstract syntax can be described as follows
(C, Q, R representing concepts, elementary roles and com-
plex roles respectively):

C, C′ → >|⊥|C|C ∧ C′|C ∨ C′|¬C|∀R.C|∃R.C
R, R′ → Q|R t R′|R ◦ R′|R∗|id(C)

The semantics ofALCreg can be defined by the corre-
spondence to the modal logicsKm (Schild 1991). As we
will see in later parts of this paper this enables us to treat de-
scription logic formulas as statements about complex con-
figurations of knowledge and to use Kripke-style possible
worlds semantics (Kripke 1963).

Black-Box Modeling. Our central goal is to provide a
method to decide at runtime whether a given knowledge
specification holds for certain agents. Note that these agents
may possess much more information and may have numer-
ous additional characteristics. Since these additional fea-
tures are not relevant for the specific question we ignore
them by choosing a style of black-box simulation.

Membrane Computing. We use concepts from mem-
brane computing in order to formulate the algorithms for
reasoning about knowledge conformance. Not that these
concepts are specifically well-suited for the representation
of incomplete knowledge and for the dynamical enrichment
with context information. We claim that these characteris-
tics are constitutive for context-aware behavior.

Following (P̆aun 2000) we use the concept of P-systems
which heavily relies on the metaphor of achemical solu-
tion (Berry & Boudol 1992) for the representation of knowl-
edge in a system. A solution containsmoleculeswhich may
representterms.As we will see these terms are elements of
a specific terminology.

Knowledge Diffusion. Generally we consider two types
of coordination mechanism (which can be considered as two
extremes in a continuum) which support different aspects of
context-awareness. Generally we use the notion ofblack-
board-architecture (Shaw & Garlan 1996) in order to inte-
grate a global environments which holds (syntactic represen-
tations of) the entire knowledge which is currently present
in the system. By integrating semantic reasoning techniques
we support the processing of information which is semanti-
cally rich. On the other hand however we have to support
very robust coordination mechanisms which do not rely on
interpreted messages but on the presence of (uninterpreted)
indicators (for the semiotic background cf. Cebulla 1995).

Knowledge-based Integration of Sensor Technology.
We claim that our approach is well-suited e. g. for a
knowledge-based integration of medical technology. While
there have been huge progresses concerning the develop-
ment of sensors for the measurement of vital data the in-
tegration of the devices is still incomplete (Watt, Maslana,
& Mylrea 1993). As a consequence a large number of nui-
sance alarms are bothering the medical staff. A typical case
for an undetected interdependence between sensors resulting
in false alarms is represented by an alarm related to oxygen
saturation when the blood pressure cuff is inflated.

An approach for the knowledge-based integration of the
devices and the enabling of context-aware alarms is sketched
in Figure 2. The knowledge concerning the fact that the cuff

Blood Press. SatO2

Environment

cuff−inflated

Figure 2: Knowledge-based Integration

for the measuring of the blood pressure is inflated (repre-
sented by the moleculescuff-inflated) can be used to sup-
press alarms caused by the signal loss of the pulsoxymetry
sensor. This behavior can be described by the following rule.

[cuff-inflated
c, o2-alarm], c > τ → [cuff-inflated

c]

Note that this (simplified) rule describes the behavior of
the componentEnvironmentwhich thus is responsible for
the suppression of the alarm. This kind of adaptive behav-
ior can be considered as an example for context-awareness.
The moleculescuff-inflatedis used here in analogy to sig-
nal molecules in the coordination of bacteria populations
(cf. Krasnogoret al.2005).

Observation-based Specification
Our specific interest in this presentation is directed to the
treatment of the question whether an abstract specificationof
complex knowledge can be met by a specific configuration
of agents in a specific environment. In order to deal with
this question we use black-box reasoning. In this section we
introduce the concepts which we use as foundations for this
kind of reasoning. Finally we give a definition for the kind
of knowledge conformancewhich we want to prove.

Agents
In our approach we emphasize that in incomplete specifica-
tions of agents knowledge their current state (and thus the
behavior of the whole systems) may not be known com-
pletely. Consequently we opt for anobservation-basedstyle
of knowledge modeling which partly relies on notions from
coalgebraic specification (cf. Rutten 1996). Intuitively in
this modeling paradigm the agents state space is treated as
unknown(or infinite) solely supporting temporary observa-
tions. As we will see a central issue in our treatment is the
accessibility of certain worlds (as known from Kripke se-
mantics) which have to be proved by experiments.

These considerations lead to the simple coalgebraic struc-
ture which defines two functions (a value functionobsand
a transition functionacc) which are defined on the unknown
state spaceX1.

interface Agent
obs: X1 × T → bool

next: X1 × T → X1

Intuitively these functions correspond to a Kripke seman-
tics. While the functionaccenters an accessible world the
functionobschecks whether certain observations hold in this
world. This structure can be considered as an observation
interface.
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Accessing and Observing
Accessing a World. In this subsection we describe a
multiset-based method for the (simplified) specification of
accessing a possible world. Intuitively the access to such
a world is modeled as a specific kind ofaction in our ap-
proach.

Definition 1 (Action) An actiona = 〈Pre, Post〉 is de-
fined by a namea and by multisetsPre (resp. Post) of
pre- (resp. post-conditions).

For the sake of knowledge-based modeling we treat
agents as P-systems (Păun 2002). We rely on this central
concept frommembrane computingbecause this style of
modeling explicitly supports the representation of incom-
plete knowledge (in contrast to traditional styles of auto-
matic reasoning) und thus the description of highly reac-
tive types of behavior. Further we expect it to support the
integration of bio-inspired coordination mechanisms into
systems modeling (e.g.quorum sensing,cf. Krasnogoret
al. 2005).

Definition 2 (P-System)A P-system of degree m is defined
as a tupleΠ = 〈O, µ, w1, . . . , wm, R1, . . . , Rm〉, whereO
is an alphabet,µ is a membrane structure,w1, . . . , wm are
multisets of strings fromO, R1, . . . , Rn are sets of transfor-
mation rules associated with the regions.

For the sake of our simple treatment we can now describe
a call of next(Ag, acc) in terms of membrane computing.
Hereacc is the name of a specific action whose execution
leads to the entrance into a state which is considered as pos-
sible by the agent. The membrane which represents this pos-
sible world is labeled with this name. In this context we con-
sider the action nameacc as a molecule which is introduced
into the multiset representing the current state of P-system
Ag. This introduction only has an effect if there is a rule
r ∈ RAg which mentions the reception of moleculeacc in
its left-hand side.

[Ag(acc, in)[acc]acc]Ag → [acc]acc

Intuitively this rule describes the unpacking of possible
worlds. Note that in the standard case there are multiple pos-
sible worlds contained in the state of an agent. We silently
presume that we can access these states by some index in a
tree-like structure.

Observation. For the sake of this presentation we define
observation using containment in multisets. An agent’s state
support an observation when the molecule representing the
relevant information is contained in the current region.

Bisimulation
Formal Background. We start with the fact that both the
interfaceagentas well as the interfacetree can be consid-
ered as coalgebras. We will see examples for the tree-like
structure of knowledge specifications in later parts of this
paper).

interface Tree
root: X2 × T → bool

subtree: X2 × T → X2

X1 X2

T T

f

rootobs

id

and

X1 × T X2 × T

X1 X2

f × id

subtreenext

f

Figure 3: Homomorphism on Coalgebras

Similar to the functionobs there is an observation func-
tion root which supports observations concerning the value
of the tree’s root. On the other hand the functionsubtree
(corresponding tonext) supports experiments on the coalge-
bra. Note that (following Rutten 1998) coalgebras can be
considered as deterministic automataS = 〈S, o, t〉, where
S is an infinite state space,o the observation function andt
the transition function (corresponding tonextresp.subtree).
In addition we say that a state is accepting if the observation
function yieldstrue in this state.

Consequently we use the notion ofbisimulationon de-
terministic automata for reasoning about an agent’s confor-
mance w.r.t. a knowledge specification (cf. Rutten 1998).

Definition 3 (Bisimulation) A bisimulation between two
automataS = 〈S, o, t〉 and S′ = 〈S′, o′, t′〉 is a relation
R ⊆ S × S′ with, for all s ∈ S, s′ ∈ S′, anda ∈ A :

if sRs′ then

{

o(s) = o′(s′) and
t(s)(a)Rt′(s′)(a).

More technically we have to prove that there exists a ho-
momorphism between the two automata. Such a homomor-
phism is defined as a functionf : S → S′ which commutes
with the functions defined in the interfaces. In our case
such a homomorphism could be defined byobs(s)(a) =
root(f(s))(a) and byf(next(s)(a)) = subtree(f(s))(a)
(cf. Figure 3).

Interestingly enough a bisimulation between automata
can be considered as an automaton by itself. Consequently
in order to support reasoning about behavioral conformance
we have to construct an automaton as follows (cf. Rut-
ten 1998).

Definition 4 (Bisimulation Automaton) For a bisimula-
tion R between automataS and S′ an automatonR =
〈R, oR, tR〉 can be constructed, whereR = S × S′,
oR(〈s, s′〉) = o(s) = o′(s′) and tR(〈s, s′〉)(a) =
〈t(s)(a), t′(s′)(a)〉.

Reasoning about Knowledge
Possible Worlds Semantics.While the formal exploration
of mental attitudes was initiated by (Hintikka 1962) the con-
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ceptual framework was defined by (Kripke 1963). The no-
tion of Kripke structures is based on the idea that knowl-
edge is not represented by propositions but in terms ofstates
in which propositions hold (or do not hold). These states
are frequently calledpossible worlds.The basic relation in
Kripke structures is the relation of possibility which is mod-
eled by an accessibility relation.

Definition 5 (Kripke Structure) A Kripke Structure M
for n agents over a modal formalism is a tuple
〈W, π, R1, . . . , Rn〉, whereW is a set of possible worlds
(or states),π is an interpretationthat associates with each
state inw a truth assignment to the primitive propositions
of modal logicsp (i.e.,π(w) : p → {true, false} for each
statew ∈ w), andRi is a binary relation onW .

Note the intuitive correspondence betweenobs and π
resp.R andacc.

Reasoning. We use the concepts discussed above in or-
der to support reasoning about incomplete knowledge. As
an example we consider an agent who has access to several
sources of sensor data. Some of these sources may already
deliver data while others may not provide usable informa-
tion. In our treatment each of these data sources is repre-
sented as a possible world.

As discussed before we use membrane-based computing
for the representation of such possible worlds. These acces-
sible states of a Kripke structure are represented by mem-
branes which are embedded into an agent’s local knowledge.
These membranes are labeled with the name of the individ-
ual accessibility-relation. We use the abbreviationwl for
water-level(which is a variable which is important in sce-
narios from disaster management).

[Ag1
[acc1

wl = 0.3]acc1

[acc1
wl = 0.5]acc1

[acc1
wl = 0.6]acc1

]Ag1

We can now use the bisimulation automaton defined in
the previous section in order to check several statements
concerning the agent’s knowledge. For this sake we trans-
form such statements from description logics expressions
into tree-like representations constituted by embedded mem-
branes. Let us first consider statements concerning belief
and knowledge.

Kiwater-level≥0.3 ⇔ ∀water-level≥0.3

Biwater-level≥0.3 ⇔ ∃water-level≥0.3

We represent these statements by the following membrane
expressions.

[T [∀[acc1
wl≥0.3]acc1

]∀]T

[T [∃[acc1
wl≥0.3]acc1

]∀]T

Membrane-Based Tree-Automaton.Intuitively the au-
tomaton checks whether the complex knowledge specifica-
tion T is a valid observation in the current state ofAg.
If this is the case several experiments are performed on
the agent (concerning the accessibility of possible worlds).
Again these experiments are prescribed by the knowledge
specificationT. If there are multiple experiments necessary,
copies of the automaton are created for every experiment.

We exploit the characteristics of membrane computing and
its computational properties for the creation and handlingof
multiple automata.

In our proposal the automaton for bisimulation is imple-
mented as a rewriting P-system.

Definition 6 (P-system for Bisimulation) A P-
system for bisimulation is defined as a tuple
PBS = 〈V, µ, w1, . . . , wm, R1, . . . Rm〉, whereV = N ∪ T
(N, T being defined by a suitable grammar) and
µ = [0[Ag]Ag[T ]T ]0.

While the membrane[Ag]Ag representing the agent is
treated as black box (just supporting calls toobsandnext)
[T ]T contains a tree-like structure of embedded membranes
as discussed above.

The P-system defined above corresponds to a tree automa-
tonAC0

= 〈Σ, S, δ, sini, F 〉 (as described by (Calvanese &
Giacomo 2003)). The following correspondences hold:

• In (Calvanese & Giacomo 2003) the alphabet is defined
by Σ = 2A × (B ∪ {ε}), i.e. the set of pairs whose first
components is a set of atomic concepts and whose second
component is a basic role (with basic conceptsA ⊆ T,
basic rolesB ⊆ T as defined by the terminology). In
our reformulation the current input is defined by the tree-
operations (root, label). Note that in our representation
these operations remain implicit. While the result ofroot
corresponds to the molecules which are contained in the
current tree membrane the result oflabel is the label of
the current membrane.

• Note that in our approach the state spaceX1 of the em-
bedded automatonAg is treated as unknown. Conse-
quently the state space of the tree automaton is defined
by S = X1 × T.

• The transition relationδ : S × Σ → φ of the automaton
maps a state of the automaton and an input letter to a set
of pairsφ where each pair(x′, t) corresponds to a copy of
the automaton (whose statex′ is incompletely known) and
a subtreet of the knowledge specification. The relation is
defined by the following rewriting rules:

1. Checking whether the root is labeled withε.

[[AgX ]Ag[T [εα]ε]T ] → [[AgX ]Ag[T C0]T ]

2. Atomic ConceptsA ∈ A :

[[AgX ]Ag[T [qA]q]T ] → [true], whenobsAg(A)
[[AgX ]Ag[T [qA]q]T ] → [false], when¬obsAg(A)

It can be seen thatobsAg(A) = A ∈ X. Note that these
rules describe an observation whetherobsAg(rootT ).
For¬A the corresponding rules hold.

3. Basic RolesQ ∈ B :

[[AgX ]Ag[T [Qα]Q]T ] →
[[AgnextAg(X, Q)]Ag[T α]T ],
whennextAg(Q) is enabled.

[[AgX ]Ag[T [Qα]Q]T ] →
[false], whennextAg(Q) is not enabled.
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Note that these rules describe a test whether
next(q) is enabled. Note that in our observation-
based approach this can only be tested by a
suitable observation, i. e.obs(next(Ag, label(T )),
root(subtree(label(T ), T ))).

4. For the concepts from the behavioral descriptionT
the following rules can be defined (Q being again an
atomic,R a complex role):

[[AgX ]Ag[T A u B]T ] →
[[u[[AgX ]Ag[T A]T ][[AgX ]Ag[T B]T ]]u]

[[AgX ]Ag[T A t B]T ] →
[[t[[AgX ]Ag[T A]T ][[AgX ]Ag[T B]T ]]t]

[[AgX ]Ag[T∀Q.C]T ] →
[[u[[Agnext

i]Ag[T¬Q]T ][[Agnext
i]Ag[T C]T ]]u],

for all i ∈ [1, kT ]

[[AgX ]Ag[T∃Q.C]T ] →
[[t[[Agnext

i]Ag[T Q]T ][[Agnext
i]Ag[T C]T ]]t]t],

for all i ∈ [1, kT ]

[[AgX ]Ag[T∀R∗.C]T ] →
[[u[[AgX ]Ag[T C]T ][[AgX ]Ag[T∀R.∀R∗.C]T ]]u]]

[[AgX ]Ag[T∃R∗.C]T ] →
[[t[[AgX ]Ag[T C]T ][[AgX ]Ag[T∃R.∃R∗.C]T ]]t]

Note that we omit the rules for the treatment of most
role constructors in this description. In the rules for
the processing of quantified role expressions (involv-
ing atomic roles) the terms labeled withi have to be
created for eachi ∈ [1, kT ] wherekT is the number of
successor states in the current tree. Intuitively this cor-
responds to the creation of a copy for each role filler of
Q.

An example for the application of rules is given in Fig-
ure 4. The state of the global automaton is represented by the
membrane labeled with0. The application of the rule for the
treatment of value restrictions is shown. A copy of the au-
tomaton is created for each of three rule fillers (representing
possible worlds) which are present in the local knowledge
of Ag1. In the next step each automaton checks if the con-
straint≥ 0.3 holds. If each automaton comes to a positive
conclusion the initial statement concerning the knowledge
K1water-level≥0.3 holds.

Acceptance.The knowledge specificationT is accepted
by the automatonAg if there is an accepting run of the global
automaton. For the general case of infinite knowledge spec-
ifications we have to formulate a Büchi-criterion which re-
quires that accepting states do not occur infinitely often dur-
ing a run.

Complex Specifications of Knowledge
In the final section of this paper we briefly discuss some
additional features in order to demonstrate the possibilities
of our proposal. Especially we extend our notions in order
to support the reasoning about the knowledge in groups of

→

Figure 4: Rule Application

agents. Following (Faginet al. 1996) again we define shared
knowledge as conjunction of individual knowledge.

EGφ ⇔
∧

i∈G

Kiφ

Intuitively in our membrane-based calculus the employ-
ment of a predicate likeEG would have the consequence
that three copies of the automaton were created which each
check whether the individual knowledge of each of the three
individual agents conforms to the (relevant parts of the)
specification. Consequently in order to describe the integra-
tion of shared knowledge into our calculus we can use the
following rule (formulated for three agents).

[[GX ]G[T EGA]T ] →
[[u[[1X ]1[T∀acc1.A]T ]
[[2X ]2[T∀acc2.A]T ]
[[3X ]3[T∀acc3.A]T ]]u]

Common Knowledge.A little bit more complicated (but
very similar) is the treatment of common knowledge. Com-
mon knowledge which is frequently considered as a neces-
sary precondition for coordination in multi-agent systems
(Faginet al. 1996) can be intuitively defined as recursive
shared knowledge concerning certain facts. This intuitionis
captured by the following fixpoint equation which has many
interesting properties. Common knowledge is defined in the
following way:

CGφ ⇔ EG(φ ∧ CGφ).

Although this definition is quite ambitious and leads to
infinite specifications (when applied consequently) it can be
processed easily by our computational framework based on
multiset transformation. Although the strict reasoning about
this formula could indeed lead to an infinite computation in
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our approach the result or each reasoning step is a multi-
set representing incomplete knowledge. Since we explicitly
support the processing of incomplete knowledge we can rely
on our current knowledge (represented by the multiset) and
proceed with the next steps of reasoning at a later time. The
treatment of common knowledge can be described by the
following rule.

[[GX ]G[T CGA]T ] →
[[u[[1X ]1[T∀acc1.(A u CGA)]T ]
[[2X ]2[T∀acc2.(A u CGA)]T ]
[[3X ]3[T∀acc3.(A u CGA)]T ]]u]

Conclusions
In this paper we focused on the diffusion of knowledge in
complex system as a major factor shaping global behavior.
We described a formal approach for representing and pro-
cessing knowledge specifications in dynamic environments.
Especially we proposed an automated procedure for the de-
cision whether a given specification holds for a given con-
figuration of agents. Such reasoning enables a better un-
derstanding of systems behavior during runtime. Especially
it can be analyzed if the current distribution of knowledge
(among the agents) in the current situation conforms to the
specification.

We argued that a sensitive handling of knowledge diffu-
sion enables new possibilities concerning the understand-
ing and creation of novel kinds of behavior. Especially the
transfer of sophisticated interactions and coordination mech-
anisms from fields like biology or sociology seems to be
promising on the basis of this paradigm. As direct bene-
fits of such an approach we emphasize increased abilities to
provide meaningful behaviors in dynamic environments and
pervasive setting (i.e. context awareness).
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